Construction’s
leading HSEQ
platform.

Everything safety in one place.
Replace paper, excel and individual apps.
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We make
safety
simple.
We started this journey with one thing in mind, to build

a software solution that would make operations and site collaboration so
easy, it would change the way companies think and manage their job sites.
We bootstrapped this company with our ideas, our talent, and our hustle. We
understand construction, we value the industry, and we think good relationships
take time.
Our vision is simple: to create a safe, zero waste industry that connects every
aspect of jobsite safety, quality, and operations... (from people, to machines,
and materials.)
We’re on a mission to develop construction technology solutions that create
safer and more efficient job sites through enhanced collaboration, performance,
and productivity.

What We Do
HammerTech’s cloud-based collaborative platform enables clients to consolidate
safety, quality and daily field management processes into one paperless, integrated
workflow that makes site operations and collaborations easy, organised and
centralised.
With 16 configurable modules, HammerTech’s system was designed to support
unique company requirements. Complete your tech toolbox with construction’s
leading HSEQ platform.
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Why we are different
We stand behind our software. Our focus starts and ends with the people who stand on job
sites and spend their careers building our communities.

Benefits
Consolidate Siloed Processes.
Do Safety, Quality, and Daily
Operations Your Way.
You no longer have to store, file, search,
shuffle papers, or try to “glue” together
multiple safety & quality point solutions.
Using HammerTech’s cloud-based
collaborative software platform, consolidate
your safety, quality and daily field operations
processes into one paperless, integrated
workflow that makes site operations
and collaborations easy, organised
and centralised.

Reduce Project Inefficiencies
Before Anyone Touches Foot
on Site.

Product Values

With HammerTech, you can streamline
pre-construction operations, saving
everyone time and headaches on opening
day and beyond.

Comprehensive

Mobile-First

Configurable

With 16-modules
HammerTech is the
most comprehensive
HSEQ software platform
for construction
on the market.

Construction is a
site-led industry.
HammerTech
was designed to be
used by site teams in
the field on all devices
at any time.

Your software should
configure to you. It should
scale and customise to
your unique needs. That’s
why HammerTech can be
configured to your needs.

Using our online Induction process,
subcontractors can prepare and submit
required forms, licenses, and certificates
online prior to entering the job-site, saving
your safety managers and superintendents
hours of in-person hassles, paper problems,
manual processing and fact checking.

Create an Organised Way to Train
and Track Every Team That Steps
on Site.
Using HammerTech you can ease the heavy
burden of chasing paper trails, manually
logging workers, and tracking down names,
contact info, and certifications. With online
administration sent to subcontractors, they
submit their team’s crucial information prior to
showing up on site. And can even take online
induction tests to ensure they’re ready to
safely get to work.
• Digital employee administration done
prior to day one
• Centralised administration for contact
info, certifications, and insurance
documents
• Online and centralised submission of
safety plans, SWMS, SDS, and permits
• Flagging when key documentation is
incomplete or licenses are expired
• Reporting to track manpower and
work hours

With Hammertech, You’ll Increase
Safety, Improve Quality,
Increase Productivity, and
Decrease Time wasted on
Paperwork
With HammerTech you can mitigate risks,
find root causes if incidents occur, and
stay compliant. All in one place. Using our
customisable modules and flexible design.
Plus, our software works everywhere your
teams do.
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The Leading HSEQ Software in Construction
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“

The Hammertech
platform has allowed
us to digitise
our onsite safety
requirements and
paperwork, leading
to greater efficiency,
more transparency and

ultimately a
safer work
environment.
The system is highly
customisable
and implementation
was straightforward
and effective.

Modules + Features

Site Operations
Online Inductions & Registration
Online Induction is a simpler, more effective
way to capture employer and personnel
information. This saves time through reduced
paperwork and administration. Online
Registration means workers complete their
own profile including license information,
supported by sms and email verification
processes. The online induction presentations
or videos, have the ability to set questions, a
pass rate and attempts.

HSEQ Inspections
Managing the process from identification of a
safety issue to its close out is a time consuming
and arduous task. Through automating the
workflow process, the safety manager always
has a clear understanding of the status of the
raised item.

– Parkview

”

Bulletins
Safety Alerts, Updated site information (site
access changes, weather warnings, PPE
changes etc) sent directly to email or phone
of all active subcontractors or a selection of
workers as required.

Site Diary
Keeping a diary of site activity is important,
yet it is easy to get overwhelmed and do it
retrospectively, leading to inaccurate and
incomplete file notes and records. Site
Diary improves this process through auto
generating each days diary, capturing the
days weather and usage (inductions, plant,
inspections). Leaving your site teams to focus
on the details of the progress updates only.

SWMS
Safe Work Method Statements (SWMS) allows
you to mitigate safety risks by reviewing
work procedures and tracking that all
workers have been properly inducted prior to
commencement of the specific task.

Contractor
Management
Plant Management
Ensuring plant and equipment has been
maintained in ‘fit for use’ condition is
essential for the safety of operators and
neighbouring workers. Keeping track of
every piece of plant on a large site can
be problematic. The Plant and Equipment
module takes control of this process,
making it simpler to monitor all plant and
equipment on-site.

(M)SDS
Centralise important information on
your potential hazards (health, fire,
reactivity and environmental) so all
teams know how to work safely
on your job site.

Employer and Personnel
Management
Track Employers details and their
personnel on-site. Keep on top of
Insurance, Licenses, Certifications and
Tickets with an automatic notification
when renewal is required.

Subcontractor Management
The free Subcontractor portal allows
for multiple on site and office based
representatives to interact with the
system. Subcontractor representatives
can perform a range of tasks including
apply for Permits, submit SWMS, raise
Adhoc Safety Observations, log worker
numbers and hours, update company
Insurances or Personnel information.
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Public Project Site
The Public Project Website allows all project
personnel to complete Registration /
Induction and view site information in real
time. Site management can set minimum PPE
requirements, post safety alerts, important site
information, site maps detailing exclusion zones
and site access when circumstances change.

Injury and Incident Management
Record Injuries & Incidents within one
centralised data base with photographs and
attachments able to be uploaded in real time.
Automatically calculate hours worked without
LTI’s/MTI’s. Generate reporting showing metrics
for types and extent of incidents and injuries to
inform improved practises.

Permits to Work
Permits & Bookings allows subcontractors to
request various permits to work (including hot
works, working at height) and bookings (delivery,
loading bay) all with configurable pre-start and
post completion checklists. Exclusion Zones can
also be setup against your site map, allowing
subcontractors to take out the zones, which
will then automatically highlight on a TV screen
flashing for all workers to see.

Meetings
The meeting component allows users to create
company-wide templates, issue agenda’s, select
the distribution of the meeting being project
led or employer led and then track the close out
process, ensuring attendees have understood
the agenda.

Reporting
Business Intelligence allows you to expand
on your leading indicators and act on your
lagging ones.

“

HammerTech has
provided us with greater
flexibility operationally and
greater depth in recording and
reporting from the field through
to senior management. It gives
us greater visibility
across our projects nationally
and the open reporting API is
particularly useful in drawing
down pertinent live data and
identifying trends or hot
spots which the business
needs to address.
– ADCO

”
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Like a great team, we win together

Implementation & Support

1

Solution Design

2

We work with you to enable the best strategy to learn the system, coach your internal users,
and extend your capabilities within the platform. We enable your company with a four-step
implementation process we have developed alongside our customers to ensure success.

3

4

Configuration

Training

Review

We partner up with your designated
representative to gain as much knowledge as
possible.

Based on your inputs, we get to work.

This is where the rubber meets the road as
they say. We break down training into two
stages of learning and coaching.

Once you’re moving along the path to
success, we stay with you and review
your business objectives alongside your
system use.

• We start with a Kick off meeting where we do
an IMS upload and then discuss:
- Implementation timeline and training
methodology
- Key stakeholders
- Business goals
- Issues/questions
- Internal change management

• We then meet to review internally to make
sure we’ve covered everything

• We do an initial configuration

• Finally, we present the configuration to you
and go through questions and answers

We strive to make sure we continue to deliver
value to your teams.

Stage 2: We teach you all about the additional
components within HammerTech. Posttraining, we provide guided coaching via
action plans on these additional components
and follow up weekly with progress meetings
and any troubleshooting

• We follow with a draft of our solution design
• And then we discuss with your team how that
draft meets your needs/expectations

We Don’t
Stop There!

Stage 1: We teach the core blocks within
HammerTech. Post-training, we provide
guided coaching onsite or off, via action plans
to ensure stage one goals are met and provide
support to get through any challenges. You’ll
know what to do, send, fill out, etc. without any
worry. Plus, with weekly progress meetings, we
help you stay on track.

Our customer support teams are ready to
help via chat, email or phone, with any user
using HammerTech. So you (or your teams)
won’t be alone. Ever.

All clients are assigned an experienced customer
success manager who will schedule periodic
check-ins to help guide your constant business
improvement. We’ll also be on call for all things
that fall outside standard technical support.

The future of construction compliance
and safety in the palm of your hand.
				
				– Novati
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ABOUT US

				
is a cloud-based, mobile performance and productivity platform, ensuring
operational efficiency, quality, & safety. If you’re looking to promote safety & quality on your jobsite, it’s time to focus
on operations. HammerTech is the ONLY operational platform to cover pre construction operations, daily operations,
safety & quality. Manage online registrations & inductions, employer management, equipment induction & monitoring,
permit management, SWMs and SDS management, audits, compliance, observations, defect lists and more within one
mobile, configurable platform. Consolidate your apps, and go all in one.
Learn More:

1.

See inside the software and get a personalised tour: https://go.hammertechglobal.com/demorequest

2.

Stay up to date with the latest news and follow us on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hammer-technologies-pty-ltd/?viewAsMember=true

3.

Download this software checklist to see how your current solutions match up to the HammerTech platform:
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/5108829/HT_Q+S-Checklist_0219.pdf

